A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN NIA TERO AND THE TENURE FACILITY:

Technodigenous is an interactive gathering of Indigenous peoples and technologists who aim for a better understanding of different perspectives on technology.

We will explore the promise of new ideas to potentially protect and mediate trust and the value of Indigenous territories, knowledge, art forms and world views.

Ultimately, this may offer a platform for neutral and practical use of technologies as a solution to planetary challenges faced by everyone.

Technodigenous.org
DAY 1 – GROUNDING:
Creating a space for discussions on the interaction of Indigenous Peoples & technologies

- **Opening and Welcome:**
  Acknowledgement of Participants (10 MIN)

- **Introduction of Technodigenous:**
  Purpose, program and etiquette (20 MIN)

- **Presentation:**
  Perspectives on Indigenous Peoples and technology (45 MIN)

- **Panel:**
  Perspectives of technological development, ethical challenges of interaction and best practices (45 MIN)

- **Q&A:**
  Broader group discussion (20 MIN)

DAY 2 – THEMATIC SESSION:
Indigenous transportation – innovative and ancestral approaches

- **Intro to Day 2:**
  Recap of Day 1 (10 MIN)

- **Presentation:**
  Indigenous transportation – innovative and ancestral approaches (30 MIN)

- **Panel:**
  Initial Q&A (30 MIN)

- **Broader Q&A with all participants:**
  Identifying transportation challenges (30 MIN)

- **Kara Solar:**
  In-depth example, from indigenous experience (15 MIN)

- **Closing of Day 2:**
  Partial wrap-up of learnings & what to expect for Day 3 (15 MIN)

DAY 3 – THEMATIC SESSION:
Indigenous transportation – start to build plans and relationships

- **Intro to Day 3:**
  Recap of Day 2 (10 MIN)

- **Break-Out Sessions:**
  Indigenous transportation – identifying challenges and possible solutions (45 MIN)

- **Debriefing:**
  Outcomes and resolutions from break-out sessions (15 MIN)

- **Next Steps:**
  What can participants expect after this experience (30 MIN)

- **Closing of Technodigenous:**
  (15 MIN)